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these bodies to live prEfitable lives on this earth. 1 doubt that such great

populations as are trying to subsist in China can possib ly produce decent lives for

their people, particularly if they keep increasing as they are. I do not find any

scriptural evidence that it is God's will that we fill the earth so full that none of

us can live decent lives. IN fact, I would personally feel that if there were some
xg production

means of restricing the/px.Amz-i-- of bodies to individuals who did not carry

destructive tendencies toward bad diseases, or of increasing the number of them

that who came from those who were highly gifted, that the humanly speaking the

world would be far better off. All the world felt sorry the other day when a woman

in a southern state announced that her little child had from birth been seen to have

a defective liver. The newspaper took up her case and a great campaign was put on

to find a liver that the child be given. The newspaper put on a campaign to pay

the $60,000 that would be required to take out the old liver and put in the new one.

The TV told that how after the child got the liver the woman went to Washington in

oarder to start a campaign to have the government provide livers for every ski other

person child in the country that was born with a defective liver. She said it

was wonderful that her child had one, but it wasn't fair that others should not.

All other women with children in similar situations should not have an equal chance.

The next we heard;, the liver was not functioning propperly, and the doctors

declared that unless her ñ child was given another liver within a certain number of

hours it could not possibly survive. Someone might say, "Should one child that who

has been given one liver be one transplant of a liver for $60,000 be given another

one, when there are thousands of others that who need it equally? (well) - hundreds

shall we a say, and have not even had even one liver transplant? "Is it fair V' *
the woman

We have great sympathy for/g. who would like to have her child grow to be a

comfort to her, and to give her much joy. Actually, however, is not the would at

not the world be better if the people with strong bodies and powerful minds produced

the children, and the children that who are born defective, did not have most of the

resources of the country poured in to trying to keep them breathing for a few more years?
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